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The styles are reminiscence of being on an isolated serene island that has suddenly been attack by an

"ATOMIC BOOM". - It's Crazy. - Totally - "Under the Radar" - R&B; RAP;  ROCK - Need I say more. 10

MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix Details: This is Pharaoh

Rider's Sophomore Edition. The Label learned more about the in's  out's of the business. As a result, the

final product is much better. The lead artists on the tracks are: G'Bow; ZanMan; and Chel'le Girlie. G'Bow

is home-based in LA. When he's not laying tracks in the studio, he can be found working as an "extra" on

many of the prime time shows that appear on television (I can't say the names due to copyrights

infringments). However, next time you watch, check out the people in the background. The tall skinny

"Black Dude" is probably G'Bow. G'Bow leads the tracks "American Born", "Diamond Girl", "Real", "Quite

Like Me", "Feelingz", "Proud",  "We Miss U". By far G'Bow is the Lead, Lead on the CD. ZanMan is

home-based in Atlanta. He's the driving force behind the Label. His lead is on the track "Thuggin' in the

City". ZanMan says he does the rap thing because he can't sing. ZanMan had his hands in the

arrangements and production of all the tracks on the CD. He's a good behind the lines man. Chel'le Girlie

is home-based in Chicago. She has talents that she doesn't even know about. Her leads are in

"723-8004" which was her Grandmother's telephone number back in the day; and "What, What, What,

What"; A story about a creepin' married female. She also does the Rap on Diamond Girl. Her styles of

RAP are Eastern USA (Lil Kim) with a twist of Midwest(The Brat); but she keeps it unique  real with a

touch of Jazz; like on the "Diamond Girl" track. All  All - These artists styles and deliveries are "off" the

hook - Totally "Under The Radar" - Check them out!
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